Segment substitutions in alpha satellite DNA. Unusual structure of human chromosome 3-specific alpha satellite repeat unit.
We have sequenced the full-length copy of the alpha satellite higher-order repeated unit characteristic of human chromosome 3. Its internal structure, the regular alterations of J1 and J2 type monomers, is typical of the alphoid suprachromosomal family 1. This dimeric order is disrupted by the substitution of one J1 unit by an alien dimer which is not clearly related to any of the established monomeric types. We have also observed some other similar cases of segment substitutions in alpha satellite DNA. They probably represent a special type of molecular event which could be generated by gene conversion. Segment substitutions may be one of the important factors responsible for the extreme variability of localization patterns and actual sequences of alpha satellite DNA that should be taken into account in reconstructions of alpha satellite evolution.